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Harrisonburg City Council approves hotel and conference center proposal with a 3-2 vote

Mixed reactions arise after
changes are made to a
20-year-old program
news | 3

rolling in
the deep

courtesy of the city of harrisonburg

The Hotel Madison and the Shenandoah Valley Conference Center will be built on the corner of South Main Street and Martin Luther King Jr. Way.

Saturday marks the start
of women’s swimming and
diving season
sports | 11

the pulp of
the matter
is ...

By patrick mortiere
The Breeze

To build or not to build? That’s
no longer the question, since a
hotel near downtown Harrisonburg is now a go.
Har r is onburg residents
and members of neighboring communities packed into
the Harrisonburg City Council
Chambers Tuesday evening to
voice their comments and concerns over a proposed hotel,
conference center and parking

Local bike shop adds
flavor with in-store
smoothie shop
Life | 9

what’s
gender got to
do with it?
Gender-neutral pronouns
only intensifies the inequality
between men and women
opinion | 8

QUOTE OF THE DAY

“

“I’m responsible for
every note of every
measure of every
minute of every
performance ... We
get one chance to get
it right ... It’s got to be
excellent all the time
for me to come away
and feel like it’s been a
good day.”

life | 9

”

garage.
Hotel Madison, a 205-room
facility, will be constructed and
operated by dpM Partners using
private funding and land leased
from JMU. The hotel is expected to cost $30 million, and will
be attached to the $10 million
Shenandoah Valley Conference
Center, which will be funded by
the JMU Foundation and eventually subleased to the Foundation
once it’s finished.
After more than an hour of
comments from the public,

the City Council voted in favor
3-2, with Council Member Abe
Shearer and Mayor Ted Byrd in
opposition.
The hotel will stand on the
corner of South Main Street and
Martin Luther King Jr. Way, and
is slated to be finished by late fall
2016. The project is expected to
provide roughly 100 construction-related jobs and about 60
full-time jobs once the hotel and
conference center open.
The city isn’t dedicating
money from its general fund

Targeting hits
Dukes head first
Penalty directly affects Dean Marlowe, one of JMU’s senior captains
By richie bozek
The Breeze

Penalties are a crucial aspect in the
game of football. The yellow handkerchief a referee pulls off his belt and
tosses onto the field symbolizes a violation of the rules of the game. Penalties
can disallow a touchdown, gift an opponent free yardage down the field or eject
a player from the game, as seen in Dean
Marlowe’s case.
In the Dukes’ last two games against
Towson University and the University at
Albany, Marlowe, a senior safety, was

ejected after being charged with a “targeting” penalty.
Targeting is a penalty that’s called
when a player comes in contact with a
defenseless opponent above the shoulders. As of the 2013 season, referees can
eject the offending player in addition
to the 15 yards granted to the opposing
team for the penalty.
If a player commits the penalty in
the first half of a game, he is ejected
for the remainder of that game. If committed in the second half, the player
see football, page 12

courtesy of jmu athletics

Dean Marlowe, a senior
safety, was ejected from
last Saturday’s game after
receiving a targeting penalty.

to himself during homework when
he was still getting used to the rigor
of the course.
“Learning [the course material]
is stressful,” Bannister said. “I think
the music took tension off everyone.”
Bannister recalled that whenever
Caran brought out his guitar, a typically strict academic environment
became a place of enjoyment.
Caran also showcases his talents
see TUNES, page 10

see scholars, page 4

JMU professor combines loves of music and science

Sarah Cheverton (left), an associate dean and director of the Center for Instructional Technology, Julie Caran, a JMU
alumna, and Kevin Caran, an associate chemistry and biochemistry professor, started the band “blue stone sky” in 2006.

TODAY WILL BE
Showers

67° / 45°
chance of rain: 50%

Walk past an organic chemistry class in the Health and Human
Services building and you may
hear singing. Associate chemistry
and biochemistry professor Kevin
Caran is likely strumming his guitar
and serenading his students with
“The Alkane Song,” a catchy melody
about naming molecules, or “Ballad
of a Tertiary Substrate (My Leaving

Group’s Gone),” a song he wrote
about a chemical reaction and set
to an old blues tune.
“I’ll tell the class that I’ve been
doing a study... and I think there’s
a strong correlation between how
loud you sing right now and how
well you’re going to do on the next
test,” Caran said.
Joseph Bannister, a junior biotechnology major, took organic
chemistry with Caran last year. Bannister would sing “The Alkane Song”

By megan grimes
contributing writer

A select group of seventh grade
students in the area are already
thinking about college.
President Jon Alger recently
implemented JMU’s new Valley
Scholars Program, which provides
local middle school students with
the opportunity to receive fulltuition scholarships if they’re
accepted into JMU after high school.
According to Bill Wyatt, the
associate director of communications, the Valley Scholars Program
will accept 35 local seventh grade
students who are first-generation
college students and demonstrate
the need for financial assistance.
They will also have been recommended by their teachers for being
academically gifted and dedicated
to their schoolwork.
The Valley Scholars Program
was created this past April when
35 students were selected from
seven local school districts —
Augusta, Harrisonburg, Page,
Rockingham, Shenandoah,
Staunton and Waynesboro.
“The program is designed to provide a pathway to college for local
students who are motivated and
possess academic potential but may
face barriers to dreaming of going
to college,” Shaun Mooney, the vice
president for access and enrollment
management, said in an email.
So far, the costs of the program
have yet to be determined, according to Mooney.
“The costs of the program are
multi-faceted and ultimately will
depend on the community support the program receives,” Mooney
said. “We hope to create a sustainable program drawing upon
university resources [and] significant community support.“

Bluestone tunes

By Molly Jacob
The Breeze

Future
Dukes
Local middle
schoolers promised
full tuition to JMU
through new Valley
Scholars Program

courtesy of kevin caran

Want us to feature your
photo? Tag us @Breezejmu

see hotel, page 5

Video coverage of the City Council meeting at breezejmu.org.

INSTAGRAM OF THE DAY

photo by jordan skowron

to the endeavor, but instead
is working with the Industrial Development Authority to
reimburse the JMU Foundation.
This will be completed through
annual grants equal to the
sum of certain taxes received
by the city. Harrisonburg and
the IDA are expected to continue these payments until the
Foundation is repaid for the
conference center, “together with certain other costs.”
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Correction
•
The Oct. 13 article titled “Residents fed up with bus
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of James Madison University, serves
student, faculty and staff readership by
reporting news involving the campus
and local community. The Breeze strives
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Rachael Padgett

Today

•

struggles” inaccurately stated that HDPT only has one
Route 15 bus — the correct number is reflected in the
updated online article. In addition, all HDPT buses are
used in rotation and are taken off the streets regularly
for preventative maintenance, not necessarily for major mechanical issues.
View the updated online article at breezejmu.org/news.
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Every “Throwback Thursday” the copy desk will be researching our print
archives (breezejmu.org/archives) to take you back in time and see what
events The Breeze has covered. Have a suggestion on what we should
research? Email us at breezecopy@gmail.com.

Oct. 16, 1942

Mitchell Myers

On this day in 1942, The Breeze ran a
section titled “Girl About Campus” in
which the brief opinions of eight female
upperclassmen were published on a certain
topic. At this point in history, World War II
was in full swing, and Madison College’s
defense committee was in the process of
creating a new plan of action for university
involvement in “defense activities.” Most
of the writers seemed to be in favor of
“defense classes” and “social service work
and study” for the war effort, though
some revision was suggested to expand it
to a larger scale because it would satisfy
student desire to “aid in the work that
must be carried on here at home.” The
opinions revealed this was a program that
had been implemented last year, but the
question was whether or not it should
continue through the spring semester.
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national news

World news

Kennedy Center US considers
outlines vision emission cuts

Dallas nurse
breaks protocol

Police remove US airstrikes
protest barriers benefit Kurds

Mexico protests
lost students

Tribune Washington Bureau

Tribune Washington Bureau

Los Angeles Times

Los Angeles Times

Tribune News Service

Tribune News Service

WASHINGTON — After an
illustrious career heading orchestras in Chicago, Seattle and Los
Angeles, Deborah Rutter is now
the new president and the first
woman to lead the John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing
Arts.
It’s a role that Rutter, 58, happily embraced Wednesday in
a speech at the National Press
Club, where she talked about
the importance of the arts and
connecting performing halls to
communities.
The center is a touchstone for
performing arts venues around
the world. But Rutter wants it to
be much more, and she highlighted its outreach and the need
for more arts education.

WASHINGTON — The United
States is considering a proposal
to combat climate change that
would require countries to offer
plans for curtailing greenhouse
gas emissions on a certain
schedule but would leave it to
individual nations to determine
how deep their cuts would be,
said Todd Stern, the nation’s chief
climate negotiator.
At Yale University on Tuesday,
Stern gave the clearest indication
so far of what the U.S. position
will be toward an international
agreement on greenhouse gas
reductions. His comments suggested that the U.S. would back
the plan, first put forth by New
Zealand, when international
negotiators meet in December.

DALLAS — One of two nurses at a Dallas hospital who
tested positive for Ebola should
not have flown on a commercial
airline, officials said Wednesday, and she’s being transferred
to Emory University Hospital in
Atlanta for treatment.
The nurse, who had treated
Ebola patient Thomas Eric Duncan, traveled on Frontier Airlines
Flight 1143 from Cleveland to Dallas, arriving Monday night. The
woman reported symptoms of
Ebola early Tuesday and went
to the hospital, where she was
placed in isolation.
The woman was among a
group of as many as 76 health
care workers who treated Duncan, who died Oct. 8.

BEIJING — Hundreds of
police used chain saws and other
power tools Tuesday to remove
barricades set up by Hong Kong
protesters, continuing the government’s slow squeeze on the
pro-democracy demonstrations
that that have blocked some
streets for more than two weeks.
Several long-occupied roadways were reopened Tuesday
in the Admiralty and Causeway
Bay districts, but protesters were
still massed around government
headquarters in Admiralty and
holding out in the dense commercial district of Mong Kok.
On Tuesday evening, police
and protesters faced off near the
offices of Hong Kong’s embattled
chief executive.

ISTANBUL — As U.S. combat
planes unleashed a barrage of
airstrikes against Islamic extremists besieging a Kurdish enclave
in northern Syria on Monday,
Turkish warplanes were bombing Kurdish militants not far away
in southern Turkey.
The juxtaposition of the two
events is a reminder of the complexity of the war against the
Islamic State: Turkey and the
United States are NATO allies,
but their military actions could
be seen as at cross purposes.
The U.S. airstrikes — an astonishing 21 in one day — provided
breathing space to defenders of
the Syrian town of Kobani, whose
Kurdish residents have mostly
fled to Turkey.

MEXICO CITY — Masked
demonstrators protesting the
disappearance of 43 students in
the Pacific coast state of Guerrero late last month set fire Monday
to the state’s government headquarters after fierce clashes with
riot police.
Some 600 protesters in Chilpancingo, Guerrero’s capital,
began their siege of the headquarters at around noon. As
clashes with riot police wore on,
the protesters allowed women
employees to leave the modernist structure around 3 p.m.,
then later forced the remaining
employees to leave.
Compiled from Tribune
News Service.
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JMU reconsiders GenEd titles

In Brief
harrisonburg

Fake email messages sent
out to university employees

General Education program remarkets itself to students by removing the ‘G’ from class label

According to an email sent by Gary
Flynn, a security engineer for JMU, several univeristy employees have received
fradulent emails that appear to come
from JMU Human Resources.
The message attempts to get the
employee’s JMU password by prompting receivers to click a link that directs
them to a misleading duplicate of the
university’s login page. Currently the
link has been blocked by Internet users
on campus.
Flynn advises those who have provided their information to the site to change
their passwords immediately, and to
remain cautious and skeptical of unfamiliar emails.
Employees may also check the web
page listed in the Computing Alert
posted to MyMadison for additional
precautions.
Mark Owen / The Breeze

Fraternity raises
awareness for
multiple sclerosis

Students attend a life span human development (GPSYC 160) class last semester. The GenEd program has existed for at least 20 years and is
made up of five separate clusters that offer students an array of classes and topics ranging from natural sciences to human community.
By Chris Kent
The Breeze

On Thursday, Oct. 24, Phi Sigma Pi will
be hosting its semi-annual MS Sleep out
at 8 p.m. on the commons, according to
Joshua Kelly, a senior communications
major.
The Sleep Out is meant to raise awareness of multiple sclerosis and money for
a cure.
Multiple sclerosis is a disease in which
the immune system attacks the central
nervous system. The disease affects more
than 400,00 Americans, and 2.1 million
people worldwide. Currently, there’s no
known cause or cure.
Guest speakers include Karey Rexrode,
Kevin Gibson and Susan Ghiaciuc. The
Breakdance Club, Madison Project, Low
Key, Into Hymn and Unaccompanied will
be performing.
According to Zoe Geyman, the organizer of MS Week and the MS Sleep Out,
“MS Sleep Out is one of the best ways to
learn about the realities of living with
MS, to generate a sense of group solidarity and support and to actively work
to raise money for a cure.”

“The ‘G’ has been kind of misunderstood; general, to a lot of people, even on the JMU campus, somehow means easy and that is a
negative [connotation]. It was originally a very positive affirmation
The JMU landscape continues to change color each fall, and the Gen- of what made the program unique and why those courses were so
eral Education program is similarly changing the color of its own leaf. important,” Mulrooney said. “We want to highlight the fact that these
The GenEd program at
courses are as rigorous, as
JMU is adapting its outward
valuable as other courses in
the disciplines.”
presentation to students. In
“The ‘G’ has been kind of misunderstood; general, to
2014, JMU faculty and staff
However, this isn’t a
a lot of people, even on the JMU campus, somehow
decided to change the face
recent discussion among
of the GenEd program in
those on the General Edumeans easy and that is a negative [connotation].
hopes of revitalizing stucation Council.
It was originally a very positive affirmation of
dents’ independent interests
In fact, the council has
into their non-major classes.
been providing students and
what made the program unique and why those
In the 20 years the proprofessors with polls and
courses were so important. We want to highlight
gram has existed, it has set
surveys regarding this matJMU apart from other genter over the past few years.
the fact that these courses are as rigorous, as
eral education programs
This cosmetic change was
valuable
as
other
courses
in
the
disciplines.”
throughout the nation by
prompted by the growing
trend of students viewing
encouraging students to be
Meg Mulrooney
a GenEd course as easier
well rounded, according to
associate vice provost in the Department of University Programs
Associate Vice Provost of
than a major class. Yet it has
University Programs Meg
been consistently reportMulrooney. Five different
ed by accredited firms and
clusters, ranging from the
purported by the business
natural sciences to the human community, offer an array of courses world that a liberal education greatly benefits students when applyfor students to dive in to.
ing for jobs. However, many students still feel that the extra time spent
Through a sort of re-branding effort, the GenEd program has decided on classes unrelated to their major can be burdensome.
to drop the ‘G’. This change should be in complete effect by the end of
Spring 2015.
see geneds, page 4

Throw it away the right way
Students believe an increase in the amount of trash cans around campus could potentially reduce littering
By rachel petty
The Breeze

With about 350 trash and recycling units on campus, many
assume that students don’t have a problem throwing away their
trash. However, some students believe that’s not the case.
“Littering continues to be a problem on campus,” Jason
Rexrode, resource recovery supervisor for JMU’s Office of Recycling and Integrated Waste Management, said.
According to Rexrode, the majority of littering takes place in
parking lots during weekends. Tailgating accounts for some of
this litter, but it’s mainly due to higher foot traffic from athletic
events and visitors.
“We feel the number [350] is adequate,” Rexrode said. “Whenever a request is made for more units we usually accommodate
depending on location and other factors. Plus we try to place
units based on foot traffic patterns.”
Most of JMU’s trash and recycling cans can be found around
dining halls, food courts and other meeting places on campus.
While some feel that the number of trash cans is sufficient,
others have a different perspective.
“I don’t think there are enough trash cans on campus,” Brooke
Pearson, a sophomore accounting major, said. “You can walk
for several minutes from Lakeside to the Quad — up the hill,
not the stairs — and not pass a trash can. This is also the case
walking from Festival to Duke Dog Alley; you only pass about
one trash can.”
Pearson also said this is a problem because it only takes about
20 minutes to walk across campus and the limited number of
trash cans can cause students to litter.
“I think putting in more trash cans would help this problem,”
Pearson said. “If people walk for a few minutes without seeing a
trash can, they will be more inclined to throw their trash on the
ground. I’ve seen this happen before.”
In addition to trash cans, JMU also provides recycling and
compost bins on campus.
According to Stephanie Hoshower, director of Dining Services,
one of JMU’s fundamental goals is to become a leader among
universities in maintaining future generations’ human and ecological health. Hoshower also said that Dining Services shares
and supports this goal.
“We must follow a strict contamination standard, which means
that if the percentage of contamination in a load of compostable
material is too high — 5 percent or higher — we must send the
entire load to the landfill,” she said.
According to Hoshower, the most common sources of contamination are chip bags, sushi containers and outside trash that
doesn’t come in compostable packaging.
“One of the most common practices is for customers to put their
empty chip bag in the compostable to-go container. Encouraging
customers to sort these items is very important,” Hoshower said.
JMU’s switch from Coca-Cola to Pepsi products has helped
eliminate the amount of non-compostable wax cups found in
the food courts, but Hoshower still stresses that it’s important for
students to sort their waste.

sabrina mccormick / The Breeze

A trash can at the Student Success Center overflows with reusable material. The university offers recycling and composting bins around
campus and encourages students to educate themselves on how to properly dispose of their waste.

“It has been imperative to teach them [the diners, who are mostly
students] why it is so important that they take the time to separate
their waste in the retail locations of Festival, Top Dog and P.C. Dukes,
and how to sort properly,” Hoshower said.
Hoshower also said that Dining Services depends on students
to correctly sort their waste so that the JMU community can make
a positive impact.
Some students, however, believe that raising awareness of JMU’s
goal would help make a bigger impact.
“If more composting bins were added to campus, including outdoor locations, people would be more likely to bring their trash over
rather than throw it on the ground,” Pearson said. “If students are

more aware of JMU’s goals, they will be more inclined to support
the efforts being made.”
Additional resources may be beneficial to further support JMU’s
efforts to go green.
“We find that students embrace the process of recycling and composting, and we have witnessed the growing interest through our
tonnage. When the program began in 2010, a total of 150 tons of
compostable material was composted; in 2013, we composted 376
tons,” Hoshower said. “This number will continue to grow if we don’t
litter and separate our trash into the correct bins.”
contact Rachel Petty pettyrb@dukes.jmu.edu.
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geneds | Requirements oftentimes conflict with major courses
from page 3

“For athletic training it can be difficult because our junior year
we have to take 18 credits a semester. So if you don’t bang it out in
the beginning, then you are going to be cramped for later,” Katie
Richardson, a sophomore athletic training major, said. “So it is
really important to get it done your freshman, [or] sophomore
year, because after that you are full.”
Completing specific major requirements while stacking on the
five clusters of GenEds can create a hectic schedule for students.
The arts and humanities cluster alone requires nine credit hours
overall, and the natural world cluster requires three classes in
addition to a science lab. For many students this provides experience in fields they were not originally interested in.
“I mean, it depends on what you are good at. For me, it’s
history, but with science, I am not as good at it. So of course
I wouldn’t like it as much,” Taylor Szeligowski, a sophomore
accounting major, said. “It’s interesting, but I don’t want to do
it in the future. I want to do business. But I think it’s important
to be well rounded.”
The idea of the renaissance man is an ideal that many strive

for, but it’s a job that can take up a lot of time — a commodity
rarer than gold for most college students, between classes and
social life. In some instances, a student’s major offers classes
that would benefit a future career yet conflict with the scheduling required for GenEd courses.
“I know there are certain business electives I think would benefit me more in the business world, when I am leaving college
than these GenEds will,” Chris Ashley, a sophomore business
management major, said. “But the way my schedule lines up, I
have got to allot time to these GenEds, and I don’t have the time
to allot to these electives.”
Ashley also believes that his work for his GenEds can, and
often does, compromise duties for classes within his major. However, as he begins taking more strenous classes for his major, he’s
become less involved with his GenEd courses.
“I know last year as a freshman, the GenEds were not that
much easier than my core classes. But this year, I am in the [College of Business] program, so as I am getting more into the COB
classes, they are definitely significantly harder,” Ashley said. “I
am more involved with those and the GenEds simply are not a
priority to me.”

For other students, GenEd classes provide learning experiences they wouldn’t have experienced otherwise. The broad range
of classes allows students to experiment with their education
and post-college careers. Considering that most universities now
offer GenEd classes, students can grasp knowledge that they may
have once considered irrelevant.
“I think since we are a liberal arts school you have to expect it.
You can’t come here and start complaining about GenEd classes,”
Camilla Restrepo, a sophomore psychology major, said. “I think
if you are very sure on what you’re going to do, go somewhere
else that is geared more to your major right away.”
The specific lessons learned in individual majors may benefit career placement, but some believe knowledge gained from
GenEd courses will extend past a student’s college years.
“The content, and skills, and the aptitudes one requires in a
liberal education program, like general education; that is what
is going to make you succeed over a lifetime of careers,” Mulrooney said. “It’s not what you major in during college that will
determine what you do in 20 years’ time.”
contact Christ Kent at kent2cm@dukes.jmu.edu.

scholars | Program motivates and prepares students for college
from front

JMU students are becoming more invested with a program that will not only benefit its participants,
but the university as well.
Sophomore nursing and health sciences double major Sharayah Wilson believes this program
encourages students to get involved.
“I think it’s a great program,” Wilson said. “I think it’s a great way to reach out to first-generation college students. As a first-generation college student, I definitely worried about the cost of school, because
that was one of the many reasons my parents did not go to college themselves. So it would definitely
motivate me to work hard in the hopes of possibly getting free tuition.”
Acceptance into the program is highly competitive. This year is the first group of 35 students, according to Mooney. The program has committed to having two additional cohorts of 35 students this year
and next — totaling 105 students in the first three years.
Mooney said that this program will also encourage the selected students to focus more on their
academics, because after being accepted they must maintain a minimum GPA of 3.25 while in the
program from eighth to 12th grade. It will also keep the students involved in the JMU community by
requiring them to attend all Valley Scholars sponsored events on campus and participate in a variety
of mentorship experiences.
“While the program contains tremendous benefits for the students, our participants must put forth
the effort and work hard to maintain their standing in the program and ultimately earn their admission to the university,” Mooney said. “The Valley Scholars program is designed to provide the program
structure to ensure that students can attain their goals.
Sophomore kinesiology major Megan Breeden who’s involved with the program believes it’s a great
way to prepare students for their future.
“I think it is going to benefit them by providing them with information that their parents may
not have been exposed to, and provide them with encouragement that they may or may not receive
from their loved ones or peers,” Breeden said in an email. “Not only are these students going to be
aided financially, but they will have access to knowledge and guidance that will help them achieve
goals they never.”
According to Mooney, students are also required to take a rigorous course schedule throughout
their high school years that will prepare them to attend college.
While this program gets students from the local areas involved on campus, JMU students like
Breeden are also getting involved by becoming active members in the program.
“From a more personal standpoint of having been blessed to meet these kids and their families, I

Holly Warfield / The Breeze

President Jon Alger speaks to J. Frank Hillyard Middle School’s Principal David Baker and guidance counselor
Holli Bland at the opening event for the Valley Scholars Program at the Ice House last Wednesday.

know that the families of these students are incredibly grateful for the program for helping to provide
their child with a future that they may not have been able to provide on their own,” Breeden said.
So far the program has been a success, and Mooney and many other JMU administrators are
hopeful in its continuation.
“We are looking to the JMU community and the local community for support to sustain and expand
the program,” Mooney said. “We hope that the wider community will rally around the students and
help deserving children aspire to reach their full potential.”
contact Megan Grimes at grimesmx@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Hotel | Hospitality majors see academic opportunity in conference center
from front

In addition to the conference center, JMU will also be funding a
$15 million to $16 million 1,000-vehicle parking garage on the corner of South Mason Street and MLK Way. The funds for the garage
will come out of the university’s budget, and while the garage will
service the hotel, conference center and its guests, there may be
potential synergistic uses with the university.
The plan has been brought up in previous years, but was tabled
back in June because of a disagreement about the financial components between the city and JMU. The proposal was revived,
however, and Tuesday night offered the public its first opportunity
to speak to council members about it.
Steven Blatt, a Harrisonburg resident who spoke Tuesday night,
was opposed to the proposal and believed there were other competing needs that required the city’s attention. He warned the council of
the potentially adverse effects from funding this project over other
city priorities, as well as JMU’s timing and manner with regards to
the plan.
“I don’t believe for a moment that James Madison University and
the foundation don’t have the facilities and abilities to build the conference center,” Blatt said. “I just don’t believe it. They have plenty
of money to build anything else they want, and if it takes them a
couple of years to put this project together, so be it.”
JMU’s primary conference center is the Festival Conference and
Student Center on East Campus, which opened in 1998. While initially intended solely as a food court before being renovated in 2002,
today Festival serves as an information center, recreational hotspot
and conference and meeting place.
Jeremy Hawkins, the assistant director at Festival, spoke to council members about the 1,825 events Festival’s medium-to-large
conference rooms hosted last year, and the estimated 253,000 attendance figure. Despite Festival’s capacity, Hawkins says the facility
had to turn down around 277 events last year with a projected total
attendance of 380,920.
“It’s also important to note that the reservation structure for
the university does favor university departments and events first,”
Hawkins said. “So the scheduling process on campus allows for
university departments and organizations to schedule before any
exterior businesses would have an opportunity to do so. So our
capacity is largely taken up by JMU events from the get-go.”
Mayor Ted Byrd made comments prior to voting in which he discussed the city’s role in financing the project. Since the conference
center is being financed by the city’s IDA, but leased and operated by the university, Byrd doesn’t think it’s a viable option for the
community.
“The way this bill is structured, we’re paying the principal and
we’re paying the interest, but we do not have the ability to own it,
so from my standpoint, this is an incentive-based model,” Byrd
said. “Since this structure has been agreed upon by three of five
of us, this will be the structure we live with. So with that said, we’ll
support it in our role, and we will hope that it has Godspeed and
has success. “
David Ehrenpreis, an associate professor in the School of Art,
Design and Art History, was strongly in favor of the plan, and as a
resident of Old Town, which neighbors downtown and JMU’s campus, he believed the completed project would fulfill the desire for
a space to host meetings and could be an educational benefit to
students. He also emphasized the potential for the project to bring
together people from all aspects of the community.
“I go down to the farmers market now — I see students from
JMU, I see citizens from all over town, I see people from the
countryside all coalescing at one spot,” Ehrenpreis said. “And it’s
precisely that kind of partnership that I think this project has the
potential to give.”
Michael O’Fallon, an associate professor in the School of Hospitality, Sport and Recreation Management, was joined by several
students from the school to make the case for the hotel to the council members. O’Fallon believes the hotel and conference center

blair rosen / The Breeze

The new complex will accomodate a pool, fitness center, restaurant, ballroom and conference rooms. A 1,000-space parking deck will also be built.

will benefit both JMU and the local community, and will allow
hospitality majors at JMU to gain national recognition.
“As I see it, the hotel and conference center will be our students’
learning laboratory,” O’Fallon said. “Our industry is hands-on, and
this hotel and conference center will provide our students with
the learning environment that is unprecedented anywhere else.”
Council Member Richard Baugh said because the city council
was involved with the discussion and planning of the project, he
supported the proposal and sees the glass as half full. He also
addressed the complaint he’s heard from some in the community
that since the project is involved with JMU, it should be opposed.
“It speaks to angst that some have in our community over
JMU’s growth, how it’s changed areas of town and in fact changed
the larger town,” Baugh said. “And so as council members, we
defend charges that we’re unindicted co-conspirators in a great
JMU takeover, and are failing to stand up to JMU the way prior
councils did at some point in some mythical past.”
George Mason University announced last year that they were
closing its 148-room hotel and conference center, The Mason
Inn, after losing $2 million a year since its opening in June 2010.
The university pumped $50 million into the project, and its failure was cited by community members as an argument against
Hotel Madison and the Shenandoah Valley Conference Center.

The largest part of the project, however, is being funded by
Paul Gladd, the principal and co-owner of dpM Partners, and
the former senior vice president of acquisitions and development
for Crestline Hotels & Resorts, Inc. — the same company that
acquired GMU’s failed hotel and conference center after it closed.
Gladd attended the city council meeting and addressed both the
audience and council about his intentions to fund the plan.
“The largest piece of the project, which is the hotel, the $30
million dollar piece — I did go to to the bank. I am getting money
from a bank. I am personally guaranteeing that,” Gladd said. “It’s
a very, very large number, it is. I didn’t ask anybody to do anything I wouldn’t do myself. “
Baugh said that the city isn’t risking anything by taking this
deal other than taxed revenue, which wouldn’t exist without the
project. As to whether or not the project will successful, Baugh
said he’s unsure and believes others should be as well.
“Let’s be blunt, anyone who speaks with certainty about the
success or failure of the project is just telling us their rooting
interest,” Baugh said. “They’re not telling us anything else that’s
useful. I really don’t know if this will be massively successful or
not, and neither does anyone else.”
contact Patrick Mortiere at breezenews@gmail.com.
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LEFT Caught in the crossfires of battle between the government and the Houthis, much of the Old City of Saada, Yemen, was destroyed by fighting. RIGHT Saleh Habra, the head of the Houthis’ political bureau, sits
in his office. Houthi leaders attribute the group’s dominance in Saada to popular support.

ISIL isn’t the only problem
The Houthis are causing trouble in Yemen, but none of the action is getting media coverage
“Death to America, death to Israel, a curse on
the Jews and victory to Islam.” One may think this
slogan belongs to America’s newfound enemy, the
Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant; yet, it belongs
to a militant group that has recently captured
the capital of a country. The Houthis, a Shiite
militant group based in Yemen, captured Yemen’s
capital of Sana’a around the same time the United
States and its Arab partners began their airstrike
campaign in Syria, making Yemen a hostile area.
The American media, unfortunately, have
largely ignored this story, due to more “pressing”
matters such as ISIL and Ebola. Yet, the media
are missing out on a major story. U.S. counterterrorism (CT) efforts in Yemen were portrayed
in President Obama’s September speech as an
example of how the U.S. could be effective at
defeating ISIL. Now, Yemen has become another
prime example of how the U.S. is largely inept at
bringing stabilization to countries.
I spent my past summer researching the
effectiveness of U.S. CT and stabilization efforts
in Yemen, and that is why I was utterly shocked
that President Obama would make an example
of our efforts in Yemen. For those who don’t
know, Yemen is home to al-Qaida in the Arabian
Penisula (AQAP), which the State Department
regarded as the most dangerous al-Qaida affiliate
in early 2014. This is due to the fact that the leader
of AQAP is second-in-command in core al-Qaida.
The chief bomb maker of AQAP is suspected of
training several jihadist groups in Syria (including
the Khorasan group) in the art of bomb-making,
and AQAP has attempted to attack the U.S.
homeland on at least three separate occasions
since 2009.

As a result of AQAP’s enduring threat, the U.S.
has been fairly active in Yemen. The country
ranks second to Pakistan with the most U.S. drone
strikes, with at least 65 occurring since 2009 (the
number is uncertain due to the covert nature of
most drones).

U.S. counter-terrorism (CT)
efforts in Yemen were portrayed
in President Obama’s September
speech as an example of how
the U.S. could be effective at
defeating ISIL. Now, Yemen
has become another prime
example of how the U.S.
is largely inept at bringing
stabilization to countries.

Besides the drones, U.S. CT efforts have
included a substantial amount of military and
civilian aid. Military aid included various supplies
and CT training for Yemeni forces, while civilian
aid focused on improving governance. These are
the type of activities that I’m assuming President
Obama was referring to in his speech, but I believe
he did not realize how ineffective these activities
have been.
In brief, according to the U.S. Government

Accountability Office, the Department of Defense
(DOD) was unable to determine the “effectiveness
in developing the CT capacity of the Yemeni
security forces”; yet, the DOD still continued
to provide military aid. On the civilian aid side,
the U.S. Agency for International Development
(USAID) criticized one of their main programs
as being “ad-hoc and lacking a comprehensive
and consistent strategy,” which “reflected the lack
of a stable, comprehensive approach to nation
building of fragile states.”
This ineffective U.S. CT effort relates to the
Houthis for two reasons. First, the former Yemeni
president used U.S. military material to wage war
against the Houthis, which painted the U.S. as
an enemy. Secondly, U.S. CT efforts were unable
to improve the Yemeni government’s ability to
govern. And even though AQAP isn’t in control
of Sana’a, the terrorist group still has a significant
presence in Yemen.
This is not to say that U.S. CT efforts were the
catalysts to allow the Houthis to capture the
capital, as there is a long and complex history
between the Houthis and the central government
that cannot be adequately represented here. My
point about Yemen is that U.S. CT and stabilization
efforts are facing insurmountable hurdles before
effectively stabilizing a state or promoting an
all-inclusive government. Bombs and guns will
be effective against ISIL to a limited degree, but
no one has yet started the conversation of what
happens when the fighting stops.
Michael Garcia is a public administration
graduate student. Contact Michael at
garci2ma@dukes.jmu.edu.

A “why-oh-why” dart to JMU for ending the
JMUTeach program.
From a senior who discovered her passion
for teaching through two semesters of
facilitating her very own college course.
A “home-is-wherever-you-are” pat to
Harrisonburg for being the most beautiful
and comforting place in the world.
From an alumna who misses running for
miles and seeing nothing but mountains and
pure love from the locals.

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “you-keep-me-runnin” pat to Wilma at
Dunkin’ Donuts for always making me smile
in the mornings.
From a student employee who needs your
kind face and the delicious coffee in the early
mornings.
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MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
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A “happy-anniversary” pat to my JMU
bride of 11 years.
From your purple-clad husband who will
forever treasure you and this amazing place
where we met.

A “move-it-or-lose-it” dart to the person
who left their bags and laid claim to the
couches in Memorial Hall’s library for more
than a half hour.
From a grad student who simply wants to
sit in comfort after a hard day.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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An “I-thought-we-were-all-adults-here”
dart to the person that left the toilet seat up
in the 24-hour-room bathroom.
From a disgusted senior who’s not your
mom and shouldn’t have to remind college
students to put the seat down.
A “really?!” dart to The Breeze readership
for only submitting two (printable) Darts &
Pats for Monday’s issue.
From an alumna who has insider
knowledge that there’s a way to fill up that
blank space.
A “can-you-not” dart to whoever threw up
in multiple places of my apartment complex.
From a junior who needs to teach you how
to hold your alcohol.
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Briana Ellison | off topic

Politically (in)correct
Why are some words that are offensive to those with disabilities acceptable while others are not?
The English language
is our most useful and
colorful tool for communication. It gives us the
ability to describe the
world around us. Our
language is constantly
evolving, and with this
evolution comes the tendency for a word’s original
identity to be replaced with a new connotation,
which is almost always negative.
The aforementioned process hasn’t gained
attention until recently. The process has also
targeted a specific word: retard. The original definition of this word has been replaced
by a more offensive connotation; it’s original
meaning refers to an individual who’s mentally
handicapped, or has a developmental disability. However, this meaning has been lost in
translation.
Over the last five years or so, the ‘r’ word and
its conjugations are being used as an insult;
as a passing characteristic attributed to those
exhibiting momentary lapses in judgement or
the like. The word is tossed around without a
care for the person it’s targeting nor the people
who have this mental state.
Yet through our efforts to banish the ‘r’ word,
we have highlighted an issue that accompanies the first. There are words that have been

branded offensive, yet these same words have offensive rhetoric works slowly; I think the
been incorporated into our vocabulary. Con- main issue is that we aren’t fully aware of how
trary to the ‘r’ word, they’ve sat complacently or why these words are offensive. The words,
in the background, overlooked as plausible their meanings, and usage are so ingrained in
offensive rhetoric.
our language that we aren’t able to distinguish
This refers to words “dumb,” “lame,” “cripple,” political correctness.
In a modern sense, “dumb” and “lame” have
“lunatic” and “slow.” It’s probable that upon
reading them, one may be confused as to why come to refer to anything falling below normal
they’re offensive. This confusion is expected, standards. The modern meanings of “cripple”
and “slow” are selfsince it’s a direct result
explanator y; it’s
of the issue I mentioned
only the context in
earlier.
These words have been attributed
which they’re used
So why are these
in a haphazard manner, with no
that’s changed. We
words offensive? Each
regards for how those whom
attribute the word
of them refers to a
“lunatic” to anyone
demographic of people,
they are “describing” feel about
suffering with a specific
who has done somesuch demeaning labels.
condition. These words
thing ridiculous or
hilarious, and to
have been attributed in
a haphazard manner,
those who are menwith no regard for how
tally ill.
those whom they are
The usage of these
“describing” feel about such demeaning labels. words is common, but nonetheless offensive.
“Dumb” refers to individuals who are mute. Through changing either the definition or context
“Lame” and “cripple” are offensive towards of these words, we’ve further compartmentalized
those who can’t walk; “slow” is a synonym to the people these words affect. Why are some
the ‘r’ word, and “lunatic” is a degrading word words made targets of eradication, yet others
referring to those with mental illnesses. All are simply overlooked? Why are we so particular
insult a certain group, yet are cast about with- in our diction and rhetoric? One explanation, I
out a thought as to what they mean.
believe, is conformity.
It could be this process of eradicating
We spend most of our lives trying to conform

James Chung | The Breeze

recommendation
of the week

to people’s perception of us, or social norms.
Once one person uses a word, it’s introduced and
disseminated to others. We are alerted to its presence, but don’t immediately use it; usage comes
after excessive exposure. We observe how it’s
used, and then decipher its new meaning. Then
the word worms its way into our vocabulary.
Eventually, we feel pressure to begin using it
ourselves. This pressure may stem from a want
to use it, or from wanting a vocabulary similar to
the majority. Our particularity is due to a desire
for a colorful vocabulary, but in these cases with
“offensive” language, the words added are colorful in a negative sense.
The ‘r’ word, among the other offensive words
outlined in this article, by no means defines who
people are. Yet our choices in language don’t
reflect this. Instead, we have a habit of misconstruing words so the context they’re used in
doesn’t indicate their actual meaning.
An effective movement to eliminate harmful
words from our vocabulary can help us redefine our language as the descriptive, helpful tool
that it is. It may seem like a repetitive act, but by
eliminating offensive language and bringing back
realistic connotations, we will provide a standard
of powerful, positive rhetoric.
Briana Ellison is a sophomore media
arts and design major. Contact Briana at
ellisobr@dukes.jmu.edu.

TV: ‘Good Eats’ (1999-2012)
14 seasons (13-22 episodes)
25 episodes on Netflix | 21 minutes each
Take one part science, two parts food and add a dash
of humor. Put these together and you get one of Food
Network’s best shows ever, “Good Eats.” Featuring Alton
Brown, who you may recognize as the host of “Iron Chef
America,” a portion of the show’s 244 episodes were
added to Netflix just a few weeks ago.
Brown is the Bill Nye of culinary arts, presenting the

technical aspects of cooking in a very approachable
way. He covers the facets of food that are often
forgotten, looking into the depths of food history and
exploring the science behind cooking. Intellectual and
humorous, watch him explain why the food taste better
when it’s browned (see: Maillard Reaction) or why salt
might be the perfect ingredient to add to your desserts.

C&S Student Rentals
$285

per room

3 bed / 2 bath

2,3,4,5 Bedroom apartments
5,6,7,8 Bedroom Homes

Furnished apartments.
All on South Main Street.
Ten Minute walk to Campus Apartments.
Decks and grills are allowed.
Spacious living and dining area.
Call Craig Smith
(540)487-4057
(540)435-1752
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Emily Diamond | Dear Maddy

Kristen Baker | duking it out

Gender
neutrality
isn’t
Dear
the
same
as
equality
Maddy,
Neutral pronouns only worsen the gender divide

Where are the best places to go
to the bathroom on campus?
And when’s the best time to do it?
—Anonymous
Fortunately for you, I’ve had three
years to perfect the times and places to
discreetly do your thing, so just bear with
me as I list out this complicated schedule.
The one downside is I can only help you
with the Quad side of campus.
If you’re trying to go in the morning, the
best place is Taylor Hall (the conference
building next to Grafton-Stovall Theatre)
or the bathroom in Top Dog. But beware
— around 11 a.m., the lunch rush begins
and you won’t have any privacy.
The third, fourth and fifth floors of
Taylor are usually prime for bathroom
time.
For some midday relief, try the
bathrooms on the G-level of Keezell Hall,
right across the way from Carrier Library
next to Wilson Hall. This might sound
a bit strange because of the multiple
classrooms surrounding the bathrooms,
but I have yet to encounter a problem
around the 1 to 3 p.m. gap.
If D-Hall lunch is hitting you a bit late,
or you get the D-Hall dash, head over to
the bathrooms in Wilson, or the basement
of Carrier.
Any of the floors in Wilson will do, but
if you’re headed to the library, definitely
take a left once you reach the basement
level and do your business. The afterhours bathrooms of any building are fair

game, but as a media arts and design
major I’m a bit biased toward the ones in
the basement of Harrison (we can blame
the late nights in the editing lab for that
conditioning).
If you have some time to spare, make
your way to the brand new Student
Success Center. It might sound a bit
intimidating, but there are tons of hidden
bathrooms with more than enough stalls
for you to hide in.
Spend some time exploring the various
floors; I personally enjoy one on the third
floor, and in the corner of the first floor
(behind the information desk). The SSC
and certain floors of Taylor are usually a
safe bet for all hours of the day; you just
have to feel them out first.
The most important part about all of
this is — you are not alone! I’ll let you
in on a little secret that might come as a
shock to you … everyone poops. That’s
right, everyone. Your favorite celebrities,
the guy who snores next to you in
sociology and even your professors, so
there is no need to be ashamed!
Emily Diamond is a senior media arts
and design and writing, rhetoric and
technical communication double major.
Contact Emily at diamonea@dukes.jmu.
edu.

A little less than a month
ago, Emma Watson’s
HeForShe campaign
speech at the United
Nations went viral. She
made a compelling
argument to end gender
inequality by inviting
boys and men to become
advocates for feminism.
But two years ago, Sweden, the world’s fourth
most gender-equal country as measured by
the World Economic Forum’s latest gender gap
report, took a different approach to ending
gender inequalities, which has been slowly
gaining popularity.
In 2012, Sweden adopted the gender-neutral
pronoun “hen,” a modified version of the
Swedish words “han” and “hon,” meaning
“he” and “she.” By using hen, a person can be
referenced without specifying their gender,
erasing the line between boys and girls, males
and females. Today, hen is used by children and
adults and is appearing in children’s books and
on legal documents.

By addressing genders and treating
them alike, we erase stereotypes
that revolve around them.

Similarly, teachers at a middle school in
Lincoln, Nebraska, recently received genderinclusive guidance based on guidelines drawn
by the organization, Gender Spectrum, which
advised them to refrain from using phrases such
as “boys and girls.” They were also encouraged
to find alternative ways to divide the classroom
that don’t reference gender, instead calling
students “campers,” “readers” or “athletes.”
Methods such as these aim to break down
gender inequalities. However, some innovations
go beyond overcoming inequalities and instead
dismiss gender altogether. I understand that

addressing students under an all-inclusive
phrase leaves no one out, but in order to help
children truly comprehend gender, we must
educate them on it instead of pretending it
doesn’t exist.
It’s no secret that men and women are
different biologically; it’s an unavoidable fact
that two anatomies exist that medically classify
an individual as male or female. Children will
ultimately learn this as they grow. But what
they need to know is that our sex (a biological
determination based on physical anatomy) does
not determine our gender and our gender does
not define who we are.
Girls can love race cars; boys can play with
dolls. Girls can like girls; boys can like boys.
In fact, boys can be born girls and girls can be
born boys. But nonetheless, boys and girls exist.
That’s not the issue — the concern is treating
and recognizing that people, regardless of
gender and sexuality, deserve to be treated the
same.
That means employing someone based on
skill, not on gender. Or letting a child dress the
way he or she chooses, not because it’s what
society has deemed appropriate for his or her
sex to wear. By addressing genders and treating
them alike, we erase stereotypes that revolve
around them. But by pretending they don’t
exist, we are delaying an understanding that we
are not all the same.
“Whatever you choose to call people, the
biological differences between men and
women remain,” Dr. David Eberhard, a leading
Swedish psychiatrist, said in a September
Newsweek article. “We should treat each other
with respect, but ignoring biological gender
differences is crazy. Making us identical won’t
create more equality.”
Gender should be recognized — male on
one end, female on the other and everything
in between — because gender does exist.
What children need to learn is that it doesn’t
determine what they can and cannot do.
Kristen Baker is a senior media arts and
design major. Contact Kristen at bakerkl@
dukes.jmu.edu.

Mulberry Hills Pumpkin Patch
Large Selection of Pumpkins
Pre-Picked & Pick your own
Open Sun up to Sun down
7 days a week
FREE ADMISSION CHARGE

Visit our farm animals while at the patch on
Saturdays & Sundays
through October

Directions from Harrisonburg
Take Port Republic Rd east to Cross Keys Rd
Turn right at the stop light.
Patch is 4.2 miles on the right.

Find us on Facebook
www.mulberryhillsfarm.com

How far is

pheasant
run from ...

Life

ALL STITCHED UP
Students come together to knit and crochet, page 10
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SHOW
COURTESY OF NOEL CANTNER

Tom Carr, of Staunton, has a long career full of broadcast and studio work. He’s worked all over the country, but settled in Virginia and has worked at the Forbes Center for Performing Arts since it opened in 2010.
By NOEL CANTNER
contributing writer

Step into Tom Carr’s office and you’re
greeted with bass monitors, speakers, a
bass amp, $40,000 worth of sound recording equipment and a Grammy.
The 60-year-old Staunton resident has
held recording engineer and sound designer titles for JMU’s Forbes Center for the
Performing Arts since its opening in 2010.
Although Carr has been in this line of work
for 39 years, he didn’t always plan to be the
ears behind the show.
“I’ve been a musician longer than I’ve
been an engineer, which is crazy, I know,”
Carr said. He describes his initiation into
the sound recording world as unexpected.
Beginning in high school, he found
himself constantly surrounded by recording equipment while playing in his own
blues-rock band, Southside. After moving

to Boston to study mass communication Grammys. His mastering work on the
at Emerson College, he started working at album “Simpático” helped Lynch win “Best
WERS-FM, the school’s radio station, and Latin Jazz Album.” The other end greeted
broadcast to more than 1.5 million listen- Carr with intense applause and an ecstatic
ers. Five years of live broadcast mixing Lynch screaming, “We won! We won!”
transitioned into recording
At first, Carr was hired
studio work.
“Just any question at Berklee College of Music
in Boston to work at a new
Carr has worked all over
you have, it
arts center which was stil
the countr y, recording
in its planning stages. Carr
musicians of all levels and seems like he has
backgrounds; including a
moved to Virginia after conan answer for it.” struction plans for the center
coast-to-coast broadcast of
the Dave Matthews Band Brian Oliver
fell through. Now he works
and a worldwide broadcast senior music
mostly in the Forbe Concert
with Neil Young. In the early industry major
hall, one of five venues in the
2000s Carr worked alongside
center, adjusting the acoustic
jazz great Dave Brubeck, first
settings to provide optimal
as a fan, but now a friend.
sound for every performance.
He regularly dines with Brubeck and his
George Sparks, dean of the College of
family.
Visual and Performing Arts, recalls the hirIn 2006, Carr received a phone call from ing committee’s decision years ago.
jazz trumpeter Brian Lynch, live from the
“He’s really built a reputation at the

Forbes Center for extraordinary, excellent,
quality work, and so that makes the position even more prestigious,” Sparks said.
According to Chuck Dotas, JMU’s director of Jazz Studies, Carr was the best
possible hire.
“He understands exactly what a big
band needs for microphone placement.
It’s a very, very complicated process and
not only does he understand it, he did it
for [years],” Dotas said.
Although the concert hall is an excellent
acoustic space, jazz ensembles require
amplification for certain instruments so
they don’t get drowned out by others. Five
pairs of heavy black drapes called banners
move vertically above the stage, which
are used for smaller detail adjustment. In
addition, three sets of “travelers” move
horizontally around the stage, used for
see CARR, page 10

Pulp [non]Fiction
Local bicycle shop has more than wheels on its menu

By DOMINIQUE LATEGANO
The Breeze

PHOTOS BY MARSHAL RIGGS / CONTRIBUTING

TOP Pulp makes acai bowls in house with vegan, all-natural ingredients.
BOTTOM Employee Sam Skidmore pours organic almond milk into a blender.

A few years ago, Shenandoah Bicycle Company had
an empty front corner in its shop. Tim Richardson, a
JMU ’95 alumnus, co-owner of the company and cycling
instructor in JMU’s School of Kinesiology, had a passion
for smoothies and a desire to offer the community something more than just bikes.
“A lot of times people sometimes think bike shops
are a dude ranch, so we wanted to get non-cyclists to
come in; something to compliment the active outdoor
lifestyle crowd for people that want quality food,” Richardson said.
After creating various smoothies in his kitchen and
experimenting with “weirdo” exotic ingredients such as
hemp milk and agave syrup, Richardson came up with a
thicker-than-a-smoothie recipe using acaí berry pulp as
a base. The name for the in-shop smoothie bar, “Pulp,”
was a no-brainer.
“When we first opened, we were the only acai bar east
of Arizona,” Richardson said.
Located inside the bicycle store since 2010, Pulp
offers vegan acai bowls and smoothies made from allnatural ingredients. On some days when Scott Wootten,
employee and self-described “redneck IT” of the bicycle
company, is working, his furry four-legged teammate,
Fflur, which means “flower” in Welsh, greets customers.
“I think it’s a cool complimentary coexistence that
Pulp has with the bike shop that provides healthy food
for healthy people in a healthy atmosphere,” Wootten
said.

Acai is a berry super-rich in antioxidants, amino acids
and omega fatty acids. It contains anthocyanin, which
protects against free radicals — cells that theoretically
speed up the aging process. An acai bowl is made from
acai pulp, blended with organic vine-ripened fruit, and
topped with various delicious dressings ranging from
granola to local bee pollen.
“Originally making the acai bowls I thought I had
invented something, but then I came to find out it’s a
traditional breakfast or sometimes lunch in Brazil,” Richardson said.
A year after Pulp opened, Richardson was offered a
trip to Macapá, Brazil, with Sambazon, the company
producing the acai used by Pulp.
“I was hanging out with 60-year-old acai farmers
whose [diets were] 90 percent acai and they looked like
healthy, fit 30-year-olds,” Richardson said. “Sambazon is
in an area where a somewhat nomadic population was
cutting further and further into the rainforest; but now
with proper forest stewardship programs, the same farmers can harvest one tree for a decade for acai berries.”
Acai not only has many health benefits — it’s
helping reduce deforestation and strengthen communities in Brazil. The acaí palm trees produce both
berries (acai pulp) and heart of palm, a vegetable
gathered at the inner core of the tree commonly
eaten in salads. Harvesting heart of palm requires
the entire tree to be chopped down, leading to deforestation, but a higher demand for acai has nearly
eliminated the market for heart of palm.
see PULP, page 10
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Knitting their hearts out

Student ‘KnitWits’ interweave a fondness for needlework and a passion for philanthropy
By MELANIE FARRELL
The Breeze

MARK OWEN / THE BREEZE

Senior music education major, treasurer and community project manager of
KnitWits Joe Eriksen works on a project for the club. The club meets once a
week to knit and crochet. They offer materials that students may rent.

“Nitwit” is an insult to some. To others, it’s a member of
the family. The KnitWits, a student knitting and crocheting
club, comes together once a week to make bonds of yarn
and friendship.
Students can either choose to bring their own knitting and
crocheting materials or pay a small fee of $15 to have unlimited access to the club’s bin of yarn and a pair of needles.
They can choose either to work on their own projects or with
other members on projects for local Harrisonburg charities.
“As community project manager, I find ways we can use
the things we knit and crochet to help in the community,”
Joe Eriksen, a senior music education major, treasurer and
community project manager of KnitWits, said.
While individual projects can be noteworthy, what really
brings everyone together is a passion for philanthropy.
“This semester and last semester we have donated to Cat’s
Cradle and gave them catnip toys and blankets,” Angela
DeFraia, senior justice studies and modern foreign language
major and president of KnitWits, said. “I made little mice
and stuffed them with catnip.”
Students in KnitWits enjoy doing charity work together
over the course of their semester meetings. However, at the
end of the day, KnitWits is an organization that is also great
for people who all share a common interest to socialize.
“I started going to meetings to work on my projects and
learn more about knitting and eventually crocheting,” Eriksen said. “I kept going because I liked hanging out with other
crafters and sharing techniques and project ideas.”
This is exactly what KnitWits is designed to do.
“It’s a really close community and relaxing environment
where we’re all good friends, and some of us even hang out
outside of KnitWits,” Taren Vail, a senior history and interdisciplinary liberal studies major and secretary of KnitWits,

said.
KnitWits encourages students to not hesitate from joining
because they don’t know how to knit. Fortunately for those
who are new to knitting and crocheting, the older members
of the organization will guide you along the way in perfecting your skills.
“We’re all teachers,” DeFraia said.
Even as teachers, older members of the group have
learned many new techniques during their time with
KnitWits.
“Once I joined KnitWits, I got a group of people that I
could hang out with,” DeFraia said. “We enjoy being together and laughing.”
As part of the organization, crafters have made some great
handmade creations to show off, or even sell to friends and
family. However, not every item is for sale.
“[My favorite creations are] either my music scarf, a black
and blue scarf with music symbols on it, or my best friend’s
fraternity’s flag for Kappa Kappa Psi,” Eriksen said. He also
really likes the Mike and Sulley stuffed animals from Monsters Inc. that he’s crocheting.
It takes a lot of time and practice to match the skill level of
those who have been in KnitWits for so long. But, these older
members still encourage their newest members to practice
often, so that eventually they will gain near-perfect skills in
knitting and crocheting.
“Our goal is to introduce people to knitting and crocheting and improve their skills,” DeFraia said. “We want
to establish a community of people who enjoy doing the
same thing.”
KnitWits meets every Wednesday in Taylor 305 from 5
to 7 p.m. Anyone interested in joining the organization are
encouraged to email Vail at jmuknitwits@gmail.com.
CONTACT Melanie Farrell at
farre2ma@dukes.jmu.edu.

PULP | Smoothie shop offers interesting, vegan flavors to its customers
from page 9

“The biggest portion of profits goes back to
the community of farmers in Brazil,” Richardson said. “Sambazon pays for the education
and medical benefits of the farmers as well
as building schools and hospitals in remote
areas with little to no medical care.”
The smoothie bar helps preserve both the
environment and the taste buds.
Pulp’s menu starts off with the house special Original Gangster, also known as “OG,”
made up of acai, banana, blueberry, almond
milk and granola. Customers can choose
between a house special and weekly special, or can create a unique bowl from a list
of fruits, liquids and topping ingredients.
Pulp’s acai bowls are vegan and offer many
options for liquids, including almond milk,
coconut milk, hemp milk, soymilk and apple
juice. Toppings such as agave nectar, local
bee pollen and honey, and almond and peanut butter from the local Friendly City Food
Co-op make Pulp stand out from commercial
smoothie businesses.
“I like the flavor and consistency. I was a
customer here for a long time before I started
working here, and I probably ate more as a
customer than an employee,” Wootten said.
“I think bike shops nationwide are doing
things outside of bikes. That’s a pretty good
move to diversify their offering, and Pulp is
a unique sub-brand and I think it provides

a nice little bit of diversity to the downtown
dining alliance and Harrisonburg culinary
scene.”
Pulp also offers organic teas from smallscale “mom and pop” farms in China.
Wootten also adds to the menu by offering
Mate, a traditional South American social
tea drink that can be mixed into any bowl
for extra energy.
“There’s a pretty interesting and developed
tea community with a handful of people from
Arizona and California distributing quality
tea,” Richardson said.
The bike shop opened in 1999, as a collaboration between Richardson and Thomas
Jenkins, but it was several years before they
decided to open Pulp. The acai bar is open
during the same hours as the bike shop,
Monday through Friday from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.
and Saturdays from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
“Pulp is the brainchild of Tim, and I’ve
worked at Pulp for about a year and a half
and my favorite thing is interacting with customers and the connection to the cycling
community,” junior public health major and
Pulp employee Lindsey Carpenter said.
“Everyone pitches in,” Richardson said.
“We have a couple people that work the
smoothie bar at times but we all wear many
hats.”
CONTACT Dominique Lategano
at lategada@dukes.jmu.edu.

MARSHAL RIGGS / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Pulp, located inside Shenandoah Bicycle Company in downtown Harrisonburg, offers vegan aca i bowls and
smoothies, as well as organic teas from small farms in China. Its goal is to provide healthy and tasty
options to the local community.

TUNES | Chemistry professor sings to class
to help students better learn material
from front

as a member of the folk band “blue stone
sky.” The band is made up of guitarists,
Julie Caran, Caran’s wife, a former administrative assistant at JMU and alumna of
the university’s English graduate program,
and Sarah Cheverton, an associate dean
and director of the Center for Instructional
Technology.
The Carans met Cheverton through
choir at Harrisonburg Unitarian Universalist Church. They first got together in 2006
to perform one song at their church, but
officially became a band after playing their
first gig at a coffee shop in Charlottesville.
Cheverton thinks the band’s strength is
in its three-part harmony because it makes
people feel good. With an eclectic array of
instruments such as the kazoo and African hand drum, as well as lyrics that range
from soulful to humorous, blue stone sky
appeals to a variety of audiences.
One song written by Cheverton, “Lonesome Friendly Blues,” pokes fun at how
artists produce their best work in times of
heartache:
“But I can’t keep on loving you if you
can’t keep me blue / It’s not happiness
I’m after, no, not love or joy or glee / I’m
lookin’ for a lover that will feed my misery.”

Half of their songs are originals and half
are covers of songs from artists such as Joni
Mitchell, Bill Staines and The Beatles.
The band has performed at the Harrisonburg and Staunton farmers markets,
charity fundraisers around Virginia and
local events such as art openings at OASIS
Fine Art & Craft, Harrisonburg’s artist
cooperative.
Artist Judith Ligon invited the band to
sing at OASIS after hearing them perform
at a party in 2006. She often scheduled
her hours working behind the sales desk
during their Friday night performances
so she could use their music for creative
inspiration.
“[The blending of their three voices]
takes the listener to other realms of joy and
celebration, to stories of fun and laughter, to a rhythm and beat which resounds
within us, to a peacefulness that is gentle,
sweet and serene,” Ligon said.
Blue stone sky will often use whatever’s
available for percussion. Cheverton will
tap her drumsticks on barstools, music
books and even other people; she needs
whatever will give her a “bright” sound.
“Which is why I can’t do it on Kevin,”
she joked.
Cheverton and Caran’s relationship has
grown since being in blue stone sky.

“Sarah’s kind of like my sister,” Caran
said. “I think we’re entertaining ourselves.
Sometimes it makes the audience laugh,
sometimes they’re rolling their eyes at us.”
David Lane, an instructor in the College of Education and longtime friend
of Cheverton, says the music stands out
because it’s “very personal to them” and
an “expression of their own way of looking at things.”
“They’re really on the same wavelength,
in many ways,” Lane said.
While blue stone sky used to play one to
two gigs a month during the school year
and three to four during the summer, life
has made new claims on their time.
Three years ago, the Carans adopted
their son, Abinet, now 6 years old.
“I would see the pinnacle of success
for this band becoming regionally well
known,” Caran said. “We were close to that
when we were playing more. Right now,
life has been too busy.”
In 2008, blue stone sky released a sixtrack CD titled “Here Now.” They have
tentative plans to conclude the recording of a 12-track CD, but first, they need
“someone to kick us to finish it.”

5. “Kele” - Doubt
6. “The Bots” - All
I Really Want

1. “Kindness” World Restart
2. “Young Statues”
- Run the River Dry
3. “Absolutely
Free” - Beneath
The Air
4. “Pompeii” Blueprint

7. “We Were
Promised
Jetpacks” - I Keep
It Composed
8. “Streets of
Laredo” - Slow
Train
9. “Olivia Jean” Reminisce
10. “Kevin morby”
- All Of My Life

CONTACT Molly Jacob at
jacobmm@dukes.jmu.edu.

CARR | ‘There are times I feel like I’m running the world’s smallest, busiest recording label’
from page 9

large-scale adjustment. Depending on the instrumentation,
Carr brings these in and out to control reverberation. If he
wants more, for example, he brings back the curtains to expose
more of the hall’s reflective surfaces. For less, he pulls them in
to act as sponges.
A few years ago, Carr recorded a performance by three faculty members and a student bass player, and afterward invited
the student to listen to the recording in his office. Carr isolated the bass track, telling the student, “Listen to how much
you rush.”
The bassist,who was one of Dotas students, said what Carr
did “totally opened” his ears.
“And that’s not Tom’s job,” the bassist said. “Tom’s job is
sound reinforcement, but he took it upon himself to tutor this
student ... So he cares about teaching, he cares about music.”

Senior music industry major Brian Oliver has experienced
this guidance firsthand. The aspiring recording engineer
interned with Carr this summer, and now works as a recording
crew member while doing an independent study under him.
“Just any question you have, it seems like he has an answer
for it,” Oliver said.
Although it’s a rewarding career, it also takes its toll. During
the season, a short day for Carr is about 12 hours. His busiest
month so far resulted in 40 recordings in 30 days. It wouldn’t
be unusual for him to have 50 or 60 concert recordings to work
on during post-production. On average, he records 160 concerts in Forbes every year, burning 2,000 CDs, which are then
sent to ensemble directors, soloists and guest artists to fulfill
other special requests.
Forbes recently hosted a three-day festival for the 50th Anniversary of the American Liszt Society, which Carr recorded on
a 21-track CD and sent it to the Library of Congress.

“There are times I feel like I’m running the world’s smallest,
busiest recording label,” Carr said.
He has also had to sacrifice the pleasure of listening to
music.
“Where listening to music is typically one of my favorite recreations and going out to hear somebody in concert whenever
I can, I’ve had to give a lot of that up for the moment,” Carr
said. “And I miss playing out as a musician, going out to a gig
... That’s a different part of the brain.”
Four years later, Carr continues to serve as both technician
and artist.
“I’m responsible for every note of every measure of every
minute of every performancem” Carr said. “We get one chance
to get it right ... It’s got to be excellent all the time for me to
come away and feel like it’s been a good day.”
CONTACT Noel Cantner at cantnenm@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Swimming & Diving

Dukes ready to dive in
JMU swim and dive set to start season with interim head coach

Photos by daniel stein / the breeze

For the second year in a row, JMU opens its season with the Virginia Tech Swimming & Diving Challenge this Saturday at the Christiansburg Aquatic Center in Christiansburg, Va.
By Robert willams
contributing writer

It’s the middle of October and the fall season is already underway, leaving the summer
and all things aquatic in the heat-filled dust
for most.
However, this is the time of the year that
collegiate swimmers and divers — and their
coaches — long for.
JMU swimming and diving interim head
coach Dane Pedersen is making sure his team
consistently hits the water in preparation for
the nearing season.
Pederson was an assistant coach with the
team the previous seven years, including
time as the associate head coach under former head coach Richard Long the last two
seasons. In May, Pederson was promoted to
the interim head coach position.
Having been with the team, he knows a lot
about what it has to offer and is no stranger to
the competition. He was with the team when
it won the 2012 Colonial Athletic Association
title and there when the Dukes were runnerups at the conference meet last season.
“It’s both new and doesn’t feel new all at the
same time,” Pedersen said. “This is my eighth
year at JMU. I know JMU and I helped build
this program to what it is now. I feel very comfortable in knowing what needs to be done. It’
s a lot of fun and exciting.”
Before taking the coaching job at JMU,
Pedersen himself was a star in the water. He
attended the University of Missouri, setting
records in the 1,000 and 1,650-meter freestyle events in his first two seasons. He also

Stephen proffitt |

received Big XII All-Conference honors in
three of his seasons there.
“My days as a swimmer were a long time
ago,” Pedersen said. “I’m always learning new
things and always relating to [my] swimmers
in new ways. I definitely draw my experiences
more from being on the deck more so than I
did being in the water.”
His team is also behind him every step of
the way as they prep for what they hope to be a
successful season. Over the years, they’ve seen
Pedersen evolve into the coach they appreciate and respect today.
“Dane’s awesome,” junior diver Carly Alexander said. “We were really excited to see him
get the job. He’s so positive. He knows exactly
what he’s doing. He’s such a smart guy and
he’s going to do great things for this team this
year.”
Senior swimmer Melissa Criscuolo said that
Coach Pedersen’s best coaching traits are his
organization skills and his overall love for the
sport and team.
“He’s very on top of writing all of our practices, catering it to each specific group of
swimming — fly, back, breast, and free,” she
said. “He knows how to coach each person.
He’s always been good at what he’s done and
that’s why I think he’s made it to this position.”
The Dukes begin their season against Liberty University, Virginia Tech, Pennsylvania
State University and Old Dominion University
at the Virginia Tech Swimming & Diving Challenge this Saturday in Christiansburg, Virginia.
Contact Robert Williams at
willi2rj@dukes.jmu.edu.

Dane Pedersen was named interim head coach in May after serving as an assistant coach.

estimated proffitt

There is such a thing as too much sports
ESPN’s 24-hour cycle takes away from the charm of its coverage
SportsCenter and media outlets akin are successfully ruining sports for me. And I’m not the
only one.
First, let’s break it down to the basics. Can you
remember the last time when you felt deprived of
information, maybe the accessibility to it? Chances are, no. However, maybe there was that time
when you lost your iPhone
charger and suddenly thought
you were a caveman.
We’re sacrificing quality
for quantity when it comes to
information these days. Maybe
I should be crafting this piece
at a corner table inside Golden
Corral on Route 33, where the
fondue fountain flows like the
barren information we absorb, however I’m about
quality over quantity.
Let’s press the reset button and focus on quality for a few minutes. As a child, I was glued to
SportsCenter and all of its inner workings. I could
never get enough. Now, in the last year, I have
completely distanced myself from the program.
It perturbed me as to why I would walk away from
something that once served me so well, but it has
been the right decision.
Just as the founding fathers had good intentions for the second amendment, John Walsh had
similar agendas when he created the program in

1979. It’s safe to say both have changed since
their original inception.
This week’s column came as an idea from my
editors, Wayne Epps Jr. and Drew Crane. The idea
for a column in this nature hooked some preexisting beliefs from inside of me and transformed
them into text.
I hate the 24/7 news cycle. I’m a journalism
major. While I’m not crazy, I do believe that
this powerful cycle is diluting the quality of our
media content. This concept began when cable
television channels completely dedicated themselves to covering the news.
Again, here we have something that had good
intentions from the start, but has gone to hell in
a bucket. If you’ve ever seen Anchorman 2, you
may notice that the movie’s big underlying motif
is pointing out how messed up the 24/7 news
cycle really is.
I can’t pinpoint a specific time when this
concept made its way to the sports world, but
I would argue that it was more recent than
you may have imagined. When I was little, I
would have to eagerly wait for the score of a
game until it came across the famous, “Bottom line.” It created suspense and added to my
experience. If you were unfortunate enough,
your television screen sizing would halve
see espn, page 12

courtesy of tribune news service

The 24-hour sports news cycle pioneered by ESPN has diluted the overall product they broadcast.
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Mid-season report card
Grading the JMU football team’s performance mid-way through the season

By Wayne Epps Jr. and Drew Crane
The Breeze

With the JMU football team in the midst of its bye week,
a crucial stretch run of five games looms ahead to close out
the regular season. The Dukes headed into this bye week with
a quality 62-7 win over Towson University last week to even
their record at 2-2 in the Colonial Athletic Association and jump
their overall record over the .500 mark, 4-3, for the first time
this season.
Now that we’re seven games in, we’ve had the chance to get a
good look at what JMU is working with. It’s been a roller coaster
of a season so far — a lot of ups and downs. But at this point,
here is our take on what the Dukes have done.

Offensive grade: BWayne: With the exception of the 52-7 loss at the University of Maryland, JMU is producing points and gaining yardage
through the air and on the ground. The Dukes are third in the
CAA in total offense. And behind a true dual-threat quarterback
in redshirt junior Vad Lee, a banged up yet reliable corps of
running backs and a variety of options at receiver, JMU is producing in a balanced manner. Of the 3,149 total yards that the
Dukes have gained this season, 1,727 have come from the run
and 1,692 have come from the pass. But JMU still has to continue to improve its ability to finish drives with at least a field
goal. The team has scored on just 22 of 33 trips to the red zone,
a rate of 66.7 percent. That’s next to last in the CAA.
Drew: I think the coaches should be held responsible for the

66.7 scoring percent in the red zone. There have been plenty of
times, including last week’s win over Towson, where offensive
coordinator Drew Mehringer and heach coach Everett Withers
have made questionable decisions on whether they kick a field
goal, go for it on fourth or just make the wrong play call as far as
passing it or running it goes — I think that’s left a lot of points
off the board for the Dukes this season. Another thing that the
coaching staff is completely responsible for is the play calling.
Yes, the offense has been quite successful this season, more
so on the ground than through the air, but that’s because they
are forcing the run. Lee, who has proven to be the Dukes’ most
elite offensive weapon, is being under-utilized in the passing
game. Through seven games, Lee is completing 54.84 percent
of his passes while throwing for 1662 yards and 14 touchdowns
with six interceptions, ranking him fourth in the CAA in passing
average per game. The coaches need to start showing faith in
Lee’s passing ability, which will in turn make teams stay honest
when it comes to defending the run.

Defensive grade: D+
Wayne: The defense has flat out struggled this season. We

finally saw some real production in the win over Towson, albeit
against a young Tigers offensive line. Overall though, the Dukes

are allowing 439.3 yards per game. Among CAA teams, only the
University of Rhode Island is allowing more. After the 62-point
outburst this past weekend, JMU is scoring about 31 points per
game. But when the defense is allowing about 30 points per
game, it doesn’t make things easy. The switch to the 3-4 front
was going to be a challenge. Withers said Saturday that the unit
is starting to understand its assignments better in the pressure
game — limiting the big plays that have especially hurt JMU.
Then freshman cornerback Jimmy Moreland may be the MVP
of the entire unit with his three interceptions, scoring on two
of those.

Drew: As good as Moreland has been, senior outside linebacker Sage Harold has been a true anchor for the defense.
Although he’s ranked No. 46 in the CAA in tackles, Harold is
third in the CAA in sacks. Because he’s been so problematic for
the Dukes’ opponents thus far this season, other teams have
had to put extra attention on him, thereby opening things up
for players like redshirt senior Brandon Lee and redshirt junior
Ascene Jacques, who have been performing well as of late and
helping the Dukes rank third in the CAA in sacks. Another key
indicator that the defense isn’t where it needs to be is the fact
that two of the team’s three leaders in tackles are safeties in
senior Dean Marlowe and freshman Aaron Peak, showing that
teams are consistently making to the second and third levels of
the defense before being brought down.

Special teams grade: DWayne: The Dukes haven’t done a whole lot in the return
game this season. They’re middle of the pack in the CAA in both
punt and kick returning, with no touchdowns. Punting and kicking has struggled a bit. JMU is last in the CAA, averaging 37.1
yards per punt. Then the Dukes have made just half of their field
goals (5 of 10). New kicker redshirt junior Ryan Maglio made the
game-winning field goal at Albany on Oct. 4. But he also had
his first attempt blocked earlier in that game and then missed
a point after and a field goal against Towson.
Drew: Similar to what I said about the offense, I think the
coaches can be blamed for some of this. Withers has proven to
be quite inconsistent when it comes to when he decides to go for
the field goal and when he decides to go for it on fourth down.
For example, in the Towson game, Withers trotted out Maglio to
go for a 50-yard field goal — a challenging attempt even for an
NFL kicker — and to nobody’s surprise, Maglio came up short.
Then, on the very next JMU possession, Withers opted to go for
it on fourth down from the Towson 26 instead of kicking the
field goal, showing Maglio that Withers doesn’t quite trust him,
which can be a real boon to a kicker’s confidence.

Overall grade: C
Contact Wayne and Drew at
breezesports@gmail.com.
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ESPN | SportsCenter is no longer journalism, respect your fanhood
from page 11

the bottom line sending you into a trance. This is how my friends and I got information.
Now, I can hold my home button down on my iPhone 5, speak a few words to a non-existent person and be presented with a box score in the matter of seconds. This technological progress is good,
I will admit, but others are stemming any overall growth.
SportsCenter these days is a load of s---. I know more about Jameis Winston’s shopping habits
than I do about his No. 2-ranked Seminoles. I know more about Lebron James’ weight than I do
about the entire city of Cleveland.
There’s no need for this, and like everything else the blame falls at the hands of the consumer.
ESPN provides this coverage because people eat it up. When did it come to be that the celebrification of athletes came from the media and not its constituents? This fabrication is an attempt to pull

us away from the centermost point: sports.
Stop supporting this content. I don’t even want to call it journalism because I don’t even think it
deserves that title. Start respecting yourself and your fanhood more.
All this may point to me hinting at the fact that great coverage still lies in print and not in pixels.
A lot of people can look good on the sidelines holding an oversized microphone enabling players to
give their own public relations speech.
If I’m expected to watch SportsCenter, I would like to think back to the old days where coverage
centered around games, statistics and analytics. Start telling me how the Knicks will fair come January, not spend an hour-long segment deciphering whether Peterson ordered an orgy to a hotel room.
Quality over quantity, people. You should consider sanitizing your sports consumerism.
Stephen Proffitt is a senior media arts and design major. Contact Stephen at proffittjs@gmail.com.

football | Commissioner Yeager: safety is the clear point of emphasis
from front

is ejected for the remainder of that game as well as the first half of
the following game.
Marlowe was ejected during the first quarter against Albany, leaving the Dukes without their starting safety for the remaining three
quarters of a 31-28 win that that came down to the wire. JMU head
football coach Everett Withers has said that he felt Marlowe’s hit
against the Albany receiver was not deserving of targeting penalty
and subsequent ejection.
Although the Dukes’ 62-7 victory against Towson wasn’t a close
game, they did have to deal with Marlowe being ejected again. Withers appealed the penalty on Marlowe against Towson but was denied
by the CAA, leaving Marlowe still suspended for the first half of the
Dukes’ game against Charlotte following this weekend’s bye.
“It’s one of those things where it’s difficult to be perfect,” JMU
defensive coordinator Brandon Staley said.
However, safety is of the utmost importance to conference officials.
“[Safety is] a clear point of emphasis,” Colonial Athletic Association
commissioner Tom Yeager said. “The instructions to the officials is,
if in doubt, err on the side of the safety of the players.”
According to Yeager, an ejection for dangerous plays like targeting
enforces this safety aspect, and that the number of dangerous plays
has decreased since the ejection rule was implemented last year.
With ejections comes another issue that Withers has been bringing to the CAA conference table since the beginning of his tenure at
JMU — replay, or the lack thereof.
Withers feels the conference needs it. He stated that if the Marlowe ejections were reviewable during the game, overturned or not,

everybody would have felt better about the call. He also argues that
replay is important to improve fairness of the game.
“I’m just going to keep talking about it [to the conference] each
week,” Withers said after practice on Tuesday.
Staley backs up Withers’ view on the importance of replay.
“I think every level of football should have it,” Staley said. “Everything is so subjective and the officials have a difficult job. Replay
gives you the benefit of seeing it cleanly.”
The CAA has been testing replay and video during televised games
this season, assessing the technological have and have-not’s of stadiums where games are being televised. Yeager said that stadiums like
JMU’s Bridgeforth Stadium, which features a video board and in-stadium video production, are much further along in the process than
the schools in the conference that don’t even have a video board.
“No one is to the level of having really good equipment and capabilities yet,” Yeager said.
Like many other things in college football, it comes down to
money.
Video and replay equipment can be an investment of hundreds
of thousands of dollars.
“[Replay] might really impact two or three plays a season for a
particular team, but at what cost,” Yeager said. “There’s a different
answer to the question at different campuses about whether it is
worth it or not.”
Time will tell if replay will be required throughout the conference.
At the end of the day, officials call the game how they see it, keeping
the safety of the players at the top of the priority list.
James chung / THE BREEZE

Contact Richie Bozek at Bozekrj@dukes.jmu.edu.

Dean Marlowe leads the defense with 52 total tackles this season.
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JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
“Where JMU buys their diamonds”

@TheBreezeJMU
Announcements

Apts for Rent

ADOPTION
Loving childless couple wishing to adopt an infant. Willing to pay legal and medical
expenses.
866-333-8686 or email
suzanneanddonadopt@gmail.
com
Let’s help each other!

Downtown 1-BR, Stainless
Appliances, Hard Wood
Floors $595 540-564-2659
http://www.castleproperty.c
om
Pet Friendly, 1-3BR Properties, Hard Wood Floors
http://www.castleproperty.c
om 540-564-2659

Homes for Rent

3-BR 2.5-BA Townhouse,
Stainless Appliances,
Fenced Yard, $1,030.00
http://www.castleproperty.c
om 540-564-2659

DEVON LANE.
3&4 Bedroom Townhomes.
Available August 2015.
(540)435-7861.
DevonshireRentals
@gmail.com

PLACE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS ONLINE AT
BREEZEJMU.ORG
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14k White Gold 1.01cts Diamond Solitaire Ring
Center Diamond Princess Cut 1.01cts G-H I1

This Week $1,800
*All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com

Taste of Thai
Sushi & Asian Fusion
50 W. Water St,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540.432.0105
www.restaurantbeyond.com
www.facebook.com/restaurantbeyond

Open Daily for Lunch & Dinner
Daily Specials

Outdoor Dining

Private Banquet Room

Family owned & operated.
Gourmet Thai Cuisine.

Open 7 Days a Week
Lunch & Dinner
Private Banquet Rooms
917 S. High Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540.801.8878

Oriental Market
International Grocery Store
Specializing in Asian & Hispanic
Products including fresh produce

Sunday - Saturday 8:30am - 10:00pm
921 S. High St
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540.432.6157
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“If we can make the Constitution better in the opinion of
those who are opposed to it,
without weakening its frame,
or abridging its usefulness in
the judgment of those who are
attached to it, we act the part
of wise and liberal men to
make such alterations as shall

breezejmu.org

Mr. Jeffrey Rosen, CEO Of the National Constitution
Center, will serve as the second speaker for the Madison
Vision Series.

“The Bill of Rights in the 21 st
Century”
THE EVENT IS FREE AND OPEN TO THE PU BLIC

Thur., Oct. 16th, 3:00– 4:00 p.m.
FORBES CENTER CONCERT HALL

produce that effect.”
– JAMES MADISON,
J U N E 6 , 17 8 9, I N

A SPEECH IN

CONGRESS

www.jmu.edu/president/mvs/

